
Value Proposition/USP
Nanotechnology can be applied to create highly sophisticated custom-made stamps, which could be used on hard surfaces 
such as metal and plastic with decorative or functional purposes. 
Case 1: Nanostamping tool is a unique easy to use nanopattern transfer device dedicated for encrypted and design pattern transfer 
on solid surfaces. This technology competes with conventional stamping tools that create simple patters and holographic technology. 
However, both competing solutions are either suffer from easy to reproduce options to highly expensive and limited access. In
contrast, we offer a tool that could be fully customized, has an affordable price (stamps per items) and guarantee unique protection 
or design to your product. 
Case 2: Direct laser patterning micro- and nanopatterning technology allows to creating a visual pattern on different surfaces with 
encoded customized designs with high resolution on a variety of surfaces and shapes, including metal, stones with odd shapes or on 
a flat surface with the minimum size of a dot of below 1 micrometer. The advantage of this technology is fast transfer of patterns on 
desired surfaces, but the disadvantage is a large amount of investments into a laser system. For that reason we provide an easy to 
access nanostamping tool, that does not require large initial investments and can be customized and premade according to your 
needs. 
Both solutions were specifically designed for jewelry market. We tested both technologies on most of soft metals, meaning a 
possibility to apply this tool on many products with possibility to protect it and add unique design and value for your business. 

Business Opportunity/Objective/Commercial Perspectives
Both technologies can be used in all industries were products need authenticity or certification protection, physical data protection and as a 
bonus unique pattern design. Potentially, we consider jewelry and luxury product market, logistics, machine buildings, medical devices etc. 
Existing authenticity and brand protection technologies do not provide high level of protection, however our solution uses state of the art 
nanotechnology patterning and encrypting that guarantee impossible reproducibility by third parties. 

Technology Description/Technology Summary
Both technologies have passed successfully prototyping stage and currently considered for customers tests and market access. Both
technologies are state of the art developed at DTU with academic and industrial partners.

Development Phase/Current State
Bothe technologies are in the process of notification of invetions discussions with partners and DTU. 
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Nanopattern and Protect
your product as easy as a postal stamp or point a laser
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